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Senator Daniel K. Inouye Solar Telescope 
(DKIST) [previously ATST] 

}  4 m aperture  
}  Haleakala, HI (10010 ft; 3050 

m )  
}  Gregorian, off-axis,  Alt-Az  
}  Coude instruments: 

}   VBI 
}  VISP  
}  VTF  
}  DL-NIRSP  
}  CRYO-NIRSP  

}  FOV:  2.8 (max 5) arcmin  
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Charge to our ISSI team!  

}  DKIST will be operational and ready to carry out its 
Critical Science Plan (CSP) in Fall 2019.  

}  What critical coronal rain observations can our team 
propose for DKIST?  

}  Target for next meeting:  draft experiment details using designed 
instrument capabilities? 

dkist.nso.edu/science  



Three reasons we need DKIST for coronal rain 

}  #1 Coronal structure is not resolved!  The Astrophysical Journal, 797:36 (10pp), 2014 December 10 Scullion et al.
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Figure 10. Histogram displaying the distribution of all detectable strands and substructures within coincident Hα and EUV coronal loops, as measured from all of the
data sets sampled. The pale blue sections correspond to the Hα-only detections made via CRISP. The darker blue sections correspond to the SDO/AIA coronal loop
cross-sections. The vertical dashed lines mark the resolution limit for CRISP, Hi-C, and SDO/AIA. The number density of detected strands vs. their cross-sectional
FWHM widths is measured. The exponential curve is overlaid onto the plot to indicate the steeping distribution toward finer scales within the substructures of coronal
loops.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

continuous detectable strand (which largely features close to
the resolution limit in CRISP at 130 km) was on the order of
26,100 km, extending from loop-top to close to the footpoint.
This represents one of the longest and continuous fine-scale
coronal loop substructures detected to date.

Antolin et al. (2010) observed coronal rain near coronal loop-
tops with Hinode (SOT; Tsuneta et al. 2008) and measured cross-
sectional widths on the order of 500 km. We detect similarly
scaled coronal rain strands in coronal loop-tops with CRISP
and also threads with finer scales, implying the existence of a
range of finely scaled structures in the outer solar atmosphere.
The draining of the dense plasma as it falls back toward the
loop footpoints from the loop-top is most clear in data set C,
represented in Figures 8 and 9. In the images, we demonstrate
a clear association of the rain flowing within both legs of
a post-flare coronal loop from its apparent source near the
loop-top. There appears to be a distribution of scales within
the coronal loop-top with respect to cross-sectional widths of
strands. Likewise, there is a distribution in the strand lengths, all
of which appear to follow the trajectory of the loop-top coronal
field (as inferred from co-incident AIA loop trajectories), with
some appearing to be very much extended toward the loop
footpoint. This shows that the fine-scale structure is widespread
along the full length of the loop and that the coronal rain
clumps can form within bunches of strands. We can conclude
that the vast majority of fine-scale strand structures within
coronal loop cross-sections exist well below the resolution
of SDO/AIA (69.3% of the potential strands, as returned by
CRISP, are unresolved with AIA), and almost 50% of fine-scale
strands could potentially remain unresolved with imaging in an
instrumental resolution comparable to Hi-C. In summary, after
considering eight cross-cuts (representing one loop-top and two
loop-legs for data sets B and C and one loop-top and one loop-leg
for data set A) we find an average ratio of 5:2 for CRISP strand
number density to AIA strand number density per loop system.

Finally, we conclude that there is a cutoff in the peak of
the distribution (from Figure 10) at the instrumental resolution

of CRISP. We and others have assumed that the distribution
of strand sizes should be a Gaussian or at least symmetric
about some peak. From our histogram, we demonstrate that
either we have not yet reached that peak and the actual fine-
scale resolution is much below 100 km, or the spatial-scale
distribution is in fact skewed away from being symmetric about
some peak. This result clearly states that even with the most
powerful ground-based instrumentation available, we have not
yet observed a true peak in the strand cross-sectional width
measurements at the lowest limit within coronal loops. Fang
et al. (2013) demonstrated with numerical simulations of coronal
rain formation that when compared with observational statistics,
a higher percentage of coronal rain clumps are expected in
smaller scales. Here, we can confidently state that the peak (in
other words the minimum) in cross-sectional width distribution
of the finest structures within coronal loops is most likely to
exist beneath the 100 km mark. Henceforth, we look forward
with great anticipation to the arrival of more powerful ground-
based telescope facilities (such as the 4 m Daniel K. Inouye Solar
Telescope (Berger & ATST Science Team 2013) in order to fully
probe even finer scales within coronal loop cross-sections.

Eamon Scullion currently a Government of Ireland Postdoc-
toral Research Fellow supported by the Irish Research Coun-
cil (Project ID:GOIPD/2013/308). We thank N Frej who co-
observed the mosaic and 2010 July 1 data sets (A and B), as
well as A. O. Carbonell and B. Hole, who observed at the SST
on the 2011 September 24 data set (C). The Swedish 1 m Solar
Telescope is operated on the island of La Palma by the Insti-
tute for Solar Physics of Stockholm University in the Spanish
Observatorio del Roque de los Muchachos of the Instituto de
Astrofisica de Canarias.
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Figure 4. Fine-scale, multi-stranded, and multi-thermal substructures are
detected within the coronal loop-leg and are presented here for the white dashed
box region of Figure 3. The Hα line position of +0.1032 nm image (grayscale)
is shown in panel (A) together with the near-simultaneous and co-spatial AIA
17.1 nm image. The coronal loop in 17.1 nm is contoured (solid red line) and
overlaid in both images to compare with the Hα multi-threaded component of
the loop. A white dashed diagonal slit and two pink boxed regions are extracted,
and their normalized intensity profiles are plotted in panel (B) for comparison
of both spectral lines. The data cross-cuts for Hα (solid curve) are overlaid
with 17.1 nm (dotted curve). The blue solid lines presented the FWHM of the
double-peaked 17.1 nm profile, and the green lines demarcate the locations of
fine-scale strands that exist within the loop system.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Figures 6 and 7, panel (B), display similar fine-scale structuring
very much confined within the post-flare loops. Again, we detect
double-peak structures in many of the AIA channels (notably
in the 21.1 nm red curves) and multiple strands in the Hα line
position, indicating the presence of narrower threads well below
the instrumental resolution of AIA. The green boxed regions in
Figures 6 and 7, panel (B), highlight the sections of the cross-
cuts where we have an overlap between AIA loops and structure
in Hα, which again implies a coincidence in the location of
the formation of the lines to within the coronal loop itself.
The cross-sectional width measurements of all the fine-scale
strands, within the full length of the loop system from loop-
top to footpoint, will be accumulated together with data set A
for statistical comparison of the variation in the range of scales
present within the loop systems.

Data set C consists of CRISP observations centered on a
region that hosted a GOES X1.9 class flare (post-impulsive
phase close to the northeast solar limb) on 2011 September 24. In
Figures 8 and 9, panel (A), we present images of the Hα red-wing
(Figure 8) and blue-wing (Figure 9) grayscaled images, which
are almost coincident in observation time at 10:17 UT (within
the same line scan with one line scan taking 4.2 s). These images
are again overlaid with contours from AIA 17.1 nm (yellow),
21.1 nm (red), and also 19.3 nm (dark blue), for the post-flare
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Figure 5. Fine-scale, multi-stranded and multi-thermal substructures are de-
tected within the coronal loop-top and are presented here for the blue dashed
box region of Figure 3. The Hα line position of +0.1032 nm image (grayscale),
is shown in panel (A), together with the near-simultaneous and co-spatial AIA
17.1 nm image. Regions 1–3 in panel (A) are selected for investigation of the
Hα intensity profile as data cross-cuts along the loop-top system, which are
represented in panel (B). As with Figure 4, parallel strands are identified using
green lines separated by pink lines marking strand channels. Regions 2 and 3
are particularly highly structured in the Hα line profiles.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

loop system 56 minutes after the flare GOES X-ray peak. During
this phase, we again expect to see evidence of coronal rain
formation, with a characteristic signature in Hα. In data set C,
catastrophic cooling is indeed present across the entire post-
flare loop and the opposing flows as the rapidly cooled coronal
rain depletes from the loop-top under the action of gravity
is exquisitely revealed. We can clearly detect opposing, dark
Doppler flows running along both legs of the loop system, as
absorption in Hα (as defined by AIA contours), in the red-wing
for the left-side leg (Figure 8) and in the blue-wing for the right-
side leg (Figure 9). The Doppler signature in the loop reveals
the geometrical nature of the loop itself. In the line core images,
we can detect the structure of the loop-top where there is a net
zero Doppler shift, which is in agreement with the location of
the observed loop-top in the EUV channels and confirmation
that the hot and cold plasma must be co-located within the same
loop structure.

As with the large-scale loop of data set A, in the Hα line core
images of data set C, many of these finely structured strands
extend from footpoint to footpoint (crossing the loop-top). As
with data set B, in Figures 8 and 9, panel (B), we present sets of
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DKIST resolution at H-beta:  21 km   



Three reasons we need DKIST for coronal rain 

}  #1 Coronal structure is not resolved!  
}  #2 Photons!  

}  Rain signals very weak in optical/IR diagnostics 
}  Where is the rest of the coronal rain mass?  
}  Time-resolved chromospheric polarimetry 

}  #3 Coronal Field Diagnostics (esp. in near/mid IR) 
}  Control of scattered light à Off-axis design 
}  Active occulter at Gregorian focus; Lyot stop  
}  No windows! -> Extends max wavelength range out to ~ 28 

um  



DKIST Construction Update   

}  Construction started on Haleakala late 2012 
}  Mirror fab started well in advance of 2012. 
}  Large systems (i.e. telescope mount, enclosure, etc.) near/

past acceptance in many cases. 
}  Now the presence on the mountain is very real! 



Stress-lap polishing of M1 commissioning blank (U. of Arizona) 

Movie courtesy of NSO/DKIST  



Telescope enclosure 
assembled in Spain 
by IDOM. 
 
Will be installed on 
site this spring!  

Image courtesy NSO/DKIST 



Telescope Mount Assembly 

Image courtesy NSO/DKIST 



Telescope Mount Assembly – Slewing  

Movie courtesy of NSO/DKIST  



Coude rotator platform being tested 

Image courtesy NSO/DKIST 



Coude Lab Platform and Mount in Factory 

Movie courtesy of NSO/DKIST and Ingersoll  



16 February 2015 
Photo by Tom Schad 



DKIST Facility Instruments  

CryoNIRSP Wavelength and 
Angular Resolution
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Facility instrument locations 
VTF 

DL-NIRSP 

VISP 

WFC (AO) 

VBI 

Cryo-NIRSP 



DKIST Spectral Distribution (i.e. the Autobahn) 

}  Spectral distribution controlled by series of dichroic 
beam-splitters downstream of AO DM.  

}  Manual setup; must be selected for given experiment 
}  Cryo-NIRSP operates alone; No AO.  

D3	  
VTF	  

ViSP	  

VBI	  blue	  

VBI	  red	  

DL-‐NIRSP	  
D2	   D4	   W3	  

D1	  

DM	  

WFS	  

dkist.nso.edu/inst/beamsplitter 



And now, a very brief introduction to the instruments… 

VBI VISP   VTF   CRYO-NISRP DL-NIRSP 



VBI:  The Visible Broadband Imager 

V
BI 

V
ISP

  
V
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F

  

}  Developed by the National Solar Observatory (NSO), Boulder CO 
}  Fast 4K x 4K SPECKLE-imaging!  Up to 3.2 sec cadence for reconstructed 

images 
}  Blue-red channels simultaneously;  

synchronized to 10 ms 
}  FOV: Up to 2’ square;  

45’’ / 69’’ physical (blue/red)  
}  11 and 17 mas sampling! 
}  VBI-blue:  

}  393 nm (rain!) 
}  H-beta 430 nm (rain!) 
}  450 nm  
}  486 nm  

}  VBI-red: 
}  656.3 nm (rain!) 
}  668.4 nm 
}  705 nm  
}  ? (hot coronal filter?)  
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IR
SP Movie courtesy of NSO/DKIST  

VBI H-Beta Filter Obs at DST 
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VISP: The Visible Spectropolarimeter 
}  Developed by High Altitude Observatory (HAO), Boulder, CO 
}  380 to 900 nm [380 – 1600 nm goal] 
}  Up to three line simultaneously 
}  0.07’’ spatial resolution  
}  R >= 180000 
}  10^-3 Icont polarimetry in 10 sec 
 

An extraordinarily flexible  
slit-spectropolarimeter! 
 
For coronal rain: 
  Sit-and-stare  
  polarimetry?  
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VTF:  Visible Tunable Filter 
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}  Developed by KIS, Freiburg, Germany 
}  Fabry-perot imaging 

spectropolarimeter; similar in 
functionality to CRISP! 

}  Rain: He D3; H alpha; Ca II 854 
nm 
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Description Value Comment 

Wavelength range 520 – 870 nm 

Spatial resolution 0.028” Diffraction limited  

Spectral Resolution 6 pm  at 600 nm 

Spectral sampling 3pm at 600 nm 

Cadence, Full Stokes 13 s SNR=650, 30 Hz frame rate 

Field of view 60” x  60  ” 4 k x 4k detector 

Doppler sensitivity 85 m/s 

Polarimetric sensitivity 3 x 10-3  SNR=650 

Magnetic field sensitivity 20 G longitudinal 



Cryo-NIRSP:  The Cryogenic Near-IR 
Spectropolarimeter 
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}  Developed by University of Hawaii - Institute for Astronomy (IfA) 
}  Operates alone; No AO 
}  Huge FOV  (5’); deep cyro-genic instrument.  Specializing in coronal 

magnetic fields! 
}  500 to 5000 nm 
}  First set of lines: 

}  Fe XIV 530 nm 
}  Fe XIII 1074.7 
}  He I 1083 nm 

}  Si X 1430 nm 
}  Si IX 3930 nm 
}  CO 4651 nm 
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The Diffraction-Limited Near IR 
Spectropolarimeter (DL-NIRSP) 
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}  Developed by University of Hawaii - Institute for Astronomy (IfA) 
}  The first IFU based spectropolarimeter for solar physics! 

DL-NIRSP 
Spectrograph 

DL-NIRSP 
Feed Optics D
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The Diffraction-Limited Near IR 
Spectropolarimeter (DL-NIRSP) 
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Quick Facts 

Instrument type: Reflection-grating based, multi-arm integral field spectrograph 

Spectral Range: 500 nm to 1800 nm 

Number of cameras/channels: 3  

Spectral channel ranges: 500 nm to 900 nm (most subject to beam sharing!)  

900 nm to 1350 nm  

1350 nm to 1800 nm  

Field of View: Up to 165’’ circular (120’’ x 120’’ square) 

Polarimetry: Full Stokes (or Spectroscopy-only) 

Target Polarimetric accuracy: > 5 x 10-4 Ic (dependent on polarization amplitudes) 

Parallel Operations: Can observed in parallel with WFC, VBI, VISP, VTP  

Target domain:  On-disk and off-limb 
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DL-NIRSP’s enabling technology 

Lin & Versteegh SPIE (2006); Schad et al. SPIE (2014) 

BiFOIS:  The Birefringent 
Fiber-Optic Image Slicer 
 
 



Real examples of prototype spectra 63,(6��.�6DPSOH�6SHFWUD

+H�,������QP�LQ�D�VXQVSRW
)RXU�UHFRQILJXUHG�ILEHU�VOLWV
6LQJOH�%HDP��':'0�WRR�ZLGH�

)H�,������QP�LQ�D�VXQVSRW
)RXU�UHFRQILJXUHG�ILEHU�VOLWV
'XDO�%HDP�SURGXFHG�ZLWK�:ROODVWRQ�SULVP

1RWH�WKDW�WKH�GXDO�EHDP�VHSDUDWLRQ�LV�GRQH�LQ�WKH�VSHFWUDO�GLUHFWLRQ��XQOLNH�),56��
���352��5HGXFHV�UHTXLUHG�EHDP�GLYHUJHQFH��
���352��5HOD[HV�UHTXLUHPHQWV�RQ�':'0�ILOWHU�EDQGSDVV�ZKHQ�XVHG�ZLWK�VSHFWUDO�PDVN�
���&21��6LQJOH�VOLW�GXDO�EHDP�VSHFWUD�GLVFRQWLQXRXV��RU�ZLQGRZHG��

63,(6��.�6DPSOH�6SHFWUD

+H�,������QP�LQ�D�VXQVSRW
)RXU�UHFRQILJXUHG�ILEHU�VOLWV
6LQJOH�%HDP��':'0�WRR�ZLGH�

)H�,������QP�LQ�D�VXQVSRW
)RXU�UHFRQILJXUHG�ILEHU�VOLWV
'XDO�%HDP�SURGXFHG�ZLWK�:ROODVWRQ�SULVP

1RWH�WKDW�WKH�GXDO�EHDP�VHSDUDWLRQ�LV�GRQH�LQ�WKH�VSHFWUDO�GLUHFWLRQ��XQOLNH�),56��
���352��5HGXFHV�UHTXLUHG�EHDP�GLYHUJHQFH��
���352��5HOD[HV�UHTXLUHPHQWV�RQ�':'0�ILOWHU�EDQGSDVV�ZKHQ�XVHG�ZLWK�VSHFWUDO�PDVN�
���&21��6LQJOH�VOLW�GXDO�EHDP�VSHFWUD�GLVFRQWLQXRXV��RU�ZLQGRZHG��

He I 1083 nm Fe I 1565 nm 



SPIES He I 1083 nm  





20 Nov 2014 DL-NIRSP CDR, Tucson, AZ, Nov 
20-21, 2014 

30 

IFU 

Slit selection 
mask 

FM1 

OAM (collimator/camera) 
F=1250mm 
D=350mm 
K=-1.12 

Grating Turret 

Dichroics 

Relay Arm #1 
500 to 900 nm 

Relay Arm #2 
900 to 1350 nm 

Relay Arm #3 
1350 to 1800 nm 

Intermediary 
Foci 



What will DL-NIRSP spectra look like? 



DL-NIRSP Spatial Resolution Modes 



Summary 

}  DKIST will be an ordinarily flexible instrument!  
}  Fast high resolution instrumentation!  
}  Deep spectropolarimetry of fine scaled structure!  



A shopping list of DKIST rain observations… 
}  VBI-blue:  Ca H/K + H-Beta + Green line?  
}  VISP:  (not initially used for rain; or sit-n-state mode)  

}  VTF:  H-alpha + Ca 854.2 nm  
}  DL-NIRSP:    

}  He I 1083 nm  
}  Si X 1430 nm  
}  Fe XIII 1074.7 nm  
}  Fe XIII 1080 nm 

}  Cryo-NIRSP 
}  TBD.. 


